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Recent work on logical pluralism has suggested that the view is in danger
of collapsing into logical nihilism, the view on which there are no valid argu-
ments at all.1 The goal of the present paper is to argue that the prospects for
resisting such a collapse vary quite considerably with one’s account of logical
consequence. The first section will lay out four varieties of logical consequence,
beginning with the approaches Etchemendy (1999) called interpretational and
representational, and then adding a Quinean substitutional approach as well as
the more recent universalist account given in Williamson (2013, 2017). The
second section recounts how the threat of logical nihilism arises in the debate
over logical pluralism. The third and final section looks at the ways the rival
accounts of logical consequence are better or worse placed to resist the threat.2

1 Varieties of Logical Consequence

In a volume on logical pluralism, it is not unusual to write or assume that there
are different views of logical consequence; classical and relevant logicians dis-
agree about the extension of the relation, and monists and pluralists disagree in
a different way about whether there can be more than one consequence relation.
Still, these varieties of logical consequence are not the main ones that I wish
to draw your attention to in this section. Two monists who agree on a logic

1e.g. (Beall and Restall, 2006, p.92) (Russell, 2013)
2A note on terminology: in this paper I will follow the common practice of treating the

expressions ‘(logical) consequence’, ‘entails’ and ‘valid’ as intertranslatable: an argument is
valid just in case its conclusion is a (logical) consequence of its premises, and this is so just
in case the premises together entail the argument’s conclusion. Hence the different views
of logical consequence that I will be looking at are just as much different views of validity
and different views of entailment. There are two other words that it might be tempting to
use here: implication (perhaps being Quineanishly careful to use this for entailment rather
than for a conditional) and inference. But following Harman (1986) I take inference to be
a different topic altogether, and I’ll be cautious about using ‘implication’ because I think
Quine’s suggested regimentation (that is, restricting its use to talk of the entailment relation)
is less entrenched than would be ideal for successful communication. (Quine, 1966, p.165–166),
(Quine, 1981, §5))
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can have different views of logical consequence in the sense I have in mind. Es-
sentially, that is because they might agree that an argument form—e.g. modus
ponens—is valid, but disagree about the features in virtue of which it is valid.
We might say that they disagree about what logical consequence is or, to bor-
row a phrase from Etchemendy, that they disagree about the concept of logical
consequence.3

So what is logical consequence? In informal philosophy it has often been
said—in fact, I’ve said it quite emphatically myself—that an argument is valid
just in case any possible world in which all of the premises are true is one in
which the conclusion is true. I’ll call this characterisation the modal slogan.
Once we get down to work, the modal slogan gets us into trouble. One problem
is that there are sentences which express necessary truths which are not logically
valid, such as 2 + 2 = 4, Hesperus is Phosphorus and Water is not CO2.4

This problem has a natural counterpart for consequence: there are no possible
worlds where Hesperus is bright is true but Phosphorus is bright is not—and
the latter is still not a logical consequence of the former. A second problem
for the modal slogan is the converse of the first: indexical logics like Kaplan’s
Logic of Demonstratives have logical truths which need not express necessary
truths, such as Ap ↔ p, Np → p, NLocated(I,Here) and dthat[α] = α.5 This
problem too has a counterpart for logical consequence: there are possible worlds
in which I am not here now, but in which snow is white. Still, since I am here
now is a logical truth (in LD) it is a logical consequence of any arbitrary set of
sentences, including {snow is white}. This gives us an example of an argument
where A � B even though there are possible worlds where A is true but B is
not. Hence the modal slogan both under and over-generates instances of logical
consequence.6

In practice, these problems present few difficulties when we are doing formal

3E.g. in the title of (Etchemendy, 1999). I recognise that Etchemendy’s word ‘concept’
is fighting talk in some philosophical circles. I mean to talk—as Etchemendy did—about
different views of what features an argument has to have to be valid and have no special
commitment to using the word “concept” or to any particular construal of that phrase.

4Sometimes people respond to this problem by distinguishing different kinds of necessity.
2 + 2 = 4 and Hesperus is Phosphorus, they might claim, are metaphysically necessary, but
not logically necessary, and it is the logical modality in terms of which logical consequence
is defined. There are two problems with this response. The first is that it replies on a
controversial claim about the kind of necessity possessed by the propositions expressed by
these sentences. In, e.g. Kripke’s modal argument of the necessity of Hesperus is Phosphorus,
the ‘2’ that that sentence inherits is the very same one applied to Hesperus is Hesperus.
(Kripke, 1980) The second problem is that the account threatens to be circular. What is
logically necessary if it is not the things which hold in virtue of logic alone—the logical truths.
But this assumes that we already have an account of logical consequence.

5Kaplan (1989) Here A is the actuality operator, N the now operator, and α a singular
term, so that informal instances of these sentences might be Actually it is snowing if, and
only if, it is snowing., if it is snowing now, then it is snowing, I am here now and dthat[the
shortest spy]=the shortest spy.

6An additional problem for the modal slogan is that: necessity and logical truth come
apart in the model theory for modal logics. 2p may be true at some points in a model and
false at others. This would make no sense if logical truth were necessity—necessity might be
world-relative but logical truth is not.
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logic, and that is because the modal slogan is dropped in favour of a characteri-
sation in terms of models. Exact definitions vary slightly from author to author,
but they are generally acknowledged to be descendants of Tarski’s definition:

“The sentence X follows logically from the sentences of the class
K if and only if every model of the class K is also a model of the
sentence X.” (Tarski, 1936, p. 417)

Tarski uses ‘model of a sentence X’ to mean something (in his paper it was a
sequence of objects, in contemporary formulations it is a model) which satisfies
X. Where—as is usually the case in an argument—X is a sentence (a formula
with no free variables) a model of X will be a model which makes X true. Hence
we might say:

The sentence X is a logical consequence of the set of sentences K
just in case every model that makes K true also makes X true.

The structural similarity to the modal slogan is clear, but it would be dangerous,
for the reasons given above, to assume that models represent possible worlds.

Our first two varieties of logical consequence differ in their views of what
models do represent. Roughly, on the interpretational account, models represent
different assignments of meanings to the non-logical expressions in our language.
On the representational account, models represent different arrangements of the
world.7

The difference is perhaps best illustrated with with an example, so sup-
pose that we have a first-order language, L, with logical expressions (∧,¬,∀,=)
as well as non-logical individual constants (a, b, c, ...), non-logical predicates
(P,Q,R, ...), first-order variables (x, y, z, ...) and punctuation ((, ), ,). We adopt
a standard definition for wffs and sentences.8 A model M , for L consists of a
pair (D, I) with D a non-empty set (the model’s domain) and I an interpreta-
tion function which assigns appropriate extensions from D to all the non-logical
expressions in the language.9

Now consider two models, K and J . K = 〈DK , IK〉 and is such that the
sentence Fa is true in K, because aIK (the denotation assigned to a in K) is
a member of F IK (the extension assigned to the one-place predicate F in K.)

7The terminology here is from Etchemendy (1999). I find it terminolog somewhat difficult
to remember, but one useful mnemonic is to note that the one view is interpretational because
it speaks of different interpretations of the linguistic items, while the other is representational
because it talks about the things that get represented.

8Here is one: i) if Π is an n-place predicate and t1, ...tn are n terms, the Πt1, ...tn is an
atomic wff, ii) if t1 and t2 are terms, then t1 = t1 is an atomic wff, iii) If A is a wff, then ¬A
is a wff, iii) if A and B are wffs, then A ∧ B is a wff, iv) if A is a wff and x is a first-order
variable, then ∀xA is a wff. If A contains no quantifiers, then all the variables in A are free.
If ∀ is immediately followed by a variable ξ, then we say that it is a ξ-binding quantifier. In
a wff ∀ξA, the ξ-binding quantifier ∀ is said to bind all free occurrences of ξ in A. A variable
which is bound in A is not free in A. Any wff with no free-variables is a sentence.

9That is, nI will be an element of D, where n is a name, P I will be a subset of Dn, where
P is an n-place predicate, and fI will be a complete function from Dn to D, where f is an
n-place function.
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Model J differs on this: Fa is false in J , that is, IJ(Fa) = F , since IJ assigns
an object to a which is not in the set F IJ .

On the representational conception of logical consequence, K and J don’t
differ on the meaning of any of the expressions in Fa, rather they differ in rep-
resenting situations in which the referent of a “is F” or not. On this way of
thinking about it, models represent something like states of the world (admit-
tedly in a highly abstract fashion, but that is to be expected in logic) and so
when a set of premises entails a conclusion, that is because no matter how the
world is, if the premises are true the conclusion is.

On the interpretational conception—by contrast—K and J differ in assign-
ing different meanings to the expressions a and F . With the meanings assigned
to the expressions in K, the sentence is true, but with the meanings assigned
to it in J , the sentence is false. On this view, if the conclusion of an argument
is true in all the models in which the premises are all true, then that is because
no matter how we interpret the non-logical expressions in the argument, if the
premises are true, then the conclusion is.

These two views of formal models fit naturally with two different intuitive
conceptions of what logical consequence is. On one, ¬ (Snow is white ∨ grass
is green) entails ¬ snow is white because of the meanings of ∨ and ¬. Since
the meanings of ∨ and ¬ are sufficient to guarantee that the argument is valid,
it won’t matter what interpretation the sentences Snow is white and Grass is
green receive. So on this intuitive conception, there are two natural ways to test
for validity: i) keep the logical constants the same, but vary the interpretation
of the non-logical expressions or ii) keep the logical constants the same but
substitute different expressions for the non-logical expressions.

We might call these the meaning variation and word substitution tests re-
spectively. The latter is an approach that Quine endorsed:

“The relation of implication in one fairly natural sense of the
term, viz. logical implication is readily described with the help of
the auxiliary notion of logical truth. A statement is logically true if
it is not only true but remains true when all but its logical skeleton
is varied at will; in other words, if it is true and contains only logical
expressions essentially, any others vacuously. Now one statement
may be said to logically imply another when the truth-functional
conditional which has the one statement as antecedent an the other
as consequent is logically true.” (Quine, 1981, §5) 10

There’s a natural problem with this substituitional approach though, iden-
tified already by Tarski:11 it makes the relation of logical consequence depend
on the richness of the available language.

10See also “Their characteristic [logical truths] is that they not only are true but stay true
even when we make substitutions upon their component words and phrases as we please,
provided merely that the so-called “logical” words “=”, “or”, “and”, “not”, “if-then”, “every-
thing”, “something”, etc., stay undisturbed.” (Quine, 1950, p. 4).

11Tarski too considers a variation of the word-test approach:

“If, in the sentences of the class K and in the sentence X, the constants—
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“This condition may in fact be satisfied only because the lan-
guage with which we are dealing does not possess a sufficient stock
of extra-logical constants. The condition [...] could be regarded
as sufficient for the sentence X to follow from the class K only if
the designations of all possible objects occurred in the language in
question. This assumption, however, is fictitious and can never be
realised.” (Tarski, 1936, p. 415–416)

The meaning-variation test avoids this problem. Rather than substituting
e.g. a name that already refers to the object which is not in the extension
of “F”, we reinterpret the original name, a, so that it refers to that object,
giving us our counterexample. This was Tarski’s approach. He conceived of a
valid argument as one that preserved truth no-matter how we reinterpreted the
non-logical expressions.

Though we usually regard contemporary definitions of logical consequence
as descendants of Tarski’s 1936 definition, there are several striking differences
between it and contemporary definitions. The first is that rather than assigning
alternative interpretations to the non-logical expressions directly, Tarski first
forms the sentential function corresponding to each sentence by replacing the
non-logical expressions with syntactically appropriate variables (like constants
with like variables, unlike with unlike). For example, we might start with the
sentence ¬ Odd(2)∧ Prime(2) and form the sentential function:

(1) ¬Xx ∧ Y x

Here the non-logical predicates Odd and Prime have been replaced with the
predicate variables X and Y , and the individual constant 2 has been replaced
with the individual variable, x, to form a sentential function.

Sentential functions are then satisfied (or not) by the closest thing in Tarski’s
system to a modern day model: a sequence of objects. A sequence of objects
which would satisfy (1) above would be one which began (the set of planets,
Ceres, the set of moons,...)—assuming the ‘objects’ in this sequence are as-
signed to the non-logical expressions in the order they appear in the sentence.
A sequence of objects which would not satisfy (1) would be (the set of even
numbers, 4, the set of prime numbers.) Such sequences can easily be reconcep-
tualised as functions from the non-logical expressions to suitable meanings, and
hence as an analogue to our modern-day interpretations.

Another difference between Tarski’s definition and contemporary ones is that
Tarski’s models have no counterpart for the contemporary domain of quantifi-
cation. As Etchemendy notes, domains are a very natural addition to a model
if you are thinking of consequence representationally—we can represent worlds

apart from purely logical constants (like signs being everywhere replaced by like
signs), and if we denote the class of sentences thus obtained from K by ‘K′’,
and the sentence obtained from X by ‘X′’, then the sentence X′ must be true
provided only that all the sentences of class K′ are true.” (Tarski, 1936, P. 415)
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with fewer or more objects—but seem unmotivated on the interpretational ac-
count Tarski favoured;12 we wouldn’t expect a reinterpretation of the non-logical
expressions to affect the number of objects there are. Still, we normally think
that variable domains are important for achieving the right extension for ‘logical
consequence’—we wouldn’t want ∃x∃y(x 6= y) (or any other sentence equiva-
lent to the claim that there are at least n objects for some n ∈ N) to be true
in every model (and thus a logical truth) or false in every model (and thus a
logical falsehood.) If we think of models representationally, this naturally mo-
tivates the inclusion of a domain, which then allows us to have variable domain
models, resulting in (what we normally think of as) a sensible extension for the
consequence relation.

On the other hand, the representational conception of a model looks less
natural—and the interpretational conception more natural—when it comes to
thinking about why two names—say a and b—might be assigned the same ref-
erent in one model and a different referent in another. On the interpretations
account, this simply represents an alternative semantic value for at least one
of the names, a reinterpretation like any other. Just as 2 could be a name for
Julius Caesar, so Hesperus could be a name for Mars. On the representationalist
account—where we assume that the semantic value of a name is an object—this
looks much harder to explain. If a refers to Venus and b refers to Venus, it is
hard to see how we can retain those interpretations (as the spirit of the account
instructs us to do) and somehow—by changing the world—end up with a model
in which I(a) 6= (b).

Here is where we are: we have three varieties of logical consequence: interpre-
tational, representational, and substitutional. On the interpretational account,
we vary the interpretations of the non-logical expressions in an argument, and if
every way of doing so makes the conclusion true if the premises are all true, then
the conclusion is a logical consequence of the premises. This view is the histor-
ical ancestor of contemporary model theory, and it makes some limited sense of
that model theory, but it is hard to motivate contemporary models containing
variable domains from this perspective. On the substitutional account, we keep
the logical expressions fixed, and substitute syntactically appropriate alterna-
tive expressions uniformly throughout the argument. If doing so can result in
true premises but a non-true conclusion, the argument is not valid. This ac-
count was endorsed by Quine, but makes the extension of the relation of logical
consequence hostage to the richness of the language. On the representational
account we retain the interpretation of all expressions in the argument, but con-
sider various different states the world might be in. If every state that makes
all the premises true makes the conclusion true, then the conclusion is a logical
consequence of the premises. This motivates the variable domains of contempo-
rary models quite naturally, but it is hard to see why different models should be
allowed to assign different interpretations to expressions which actually share
an interpretation (which they are permitted to do in contemporary model the-
ory). Now it only remains to introduce the fourth and final conception of logical

12(Etchemendy, 1999, 68–69; 111-114)
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consequence that I will consider.

Universalist logical consequence

On the accounts we have looked at so far, the relation of logical consequence is
a metalinguistic one, concerning preservation of the property of truth between
a set of premises and a conclusion. Timothy Williamson (2013) proposes an
alternative, non-metalinguistic conception of logical consequence, one which is
again a recognisable descendent of Tarski’s approach. The view is easier to
understand if we start with Williamson’s technical definition, and this is in turn
easier to grasp if we begin with logical truth, and then generalise to logical
consequence afterwards.

Call a sentence A a logical truth just in case a related sentence A′, generated
by uniformly replacing all the non-logical vocabulary with appropriate new vari-
ables (distinct vocabulary with distinct variables) and closing the result under
universal quantification, is true. For example, each of the sentences on the left
below is a logical truth just in case its counterpart on the right is true:

a = a ∀x(x = x)
Fa ∨ ¬Fa ∀X∀x(Xx ∨ ¬Xx)
Aφ→ φ ∀X(AX → X)13

Among other things, these illustrations make it is clear that we are to quantify
into all non-logical positions, including predicate and sentential positions. Call
the result of replacing all the non-logical expressions with appropriate variables
the sentence’s shell. Then we can express the new definition succinctly:

Definition 1 (Logical Truth) A is a logical truth just in case the universal
closure of A’s shell is true.14

The universal closure of a sentence will not (in general) be a metalinguistic claim
but merely a very general one, and hence the truth-conditions for claims about
logical truth do not require metalinguistic facts to hold. One might reasonably
wonder what is required to hold so that ∀X∀x(Xx ∨ ¬Xx), or ∀X(X ∨ ¬X)
are true. How is quantification into predicate position or sentence position to
be understood? One view would be that we are are quantifying over properties
and propositions respectively, and that e.g. ∀X(X ∨ ¬X) is true just in case
whatever proposition we assign to the variable X, X ∨ ¬X is true. Similarly,
whatever object we assign to x and property to X, Xx ∨ ¬Xx is true.

This raises questions about what properties and propositions are, but just as
first-order logic can make a lot of progress while taking the idea of an object for
granted, so we can pursue this approach further without endorsing particular

14It is a bit loose to speak of “the” universal closure of “the” shell, since there will be many
trivial variants, e.g. ∀Y (Y → Y ) and ∀Z(Z → Z) are also universal closures of a shell of
P → P . If desired, we might enumerate the variants and count only the first (or the fifth) as
the universalisation. Since the issue won’t be of importance here, I won’t mention it again.
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views on these matters. All we need say for now is that propositions are the val-
ues of sentential variables, much as objects are the values of first-order-variables,
and similarly properties are the values of predicate-variables.

Now we generalise to logical consequence. This must be done with some care
since there is no obvious way to close an argument’s shell using quantifiers (we
normally quantify into sentences, not arguments.) So consider an argument with
premises, such as modus tollens: P → Q,¬Q � ¬P . Call the result of uniformly
replacing the non-logical vocabulary with variables throughout the argument the
argument’s shell. The shell for modus tollens is X → Y,¬Y � ¬X. Then we say
that the conclusion of the argument is a logical consequence of the premises just
in case every assignment of appropriate values (objects to first-order variables,
properties to predicates etc.) that makes both X → Y and ¬Y true also makes
¬X true. Here is another illustration, this time with a first-order case:

a = b
Fa
Fb

The shell for the argument is:

x = y
Xx
Xy

An assignment will be a function that assigns objects to x and y and a property
to X. Our new definition of logical consequence tells us that the argument is
valid just in case there is no such assignment that makes x = y and Xx true,
and Xy not true. In general:

Definition 2 (Logical Consequence) A sentence is a logical consequence of
a set of premises just in case there is no assignment that makes all the premises
of the argument’s shell true and the conclusion not true.

This is our fourth variety of logical consequence. It is much newer than the
other three varieties, and no doubt its merits will become clearer over time.
In this paper I want to look at how it fares—in comparison with the other
approaches—against the threat of logical nihilism.

2 What is logical nihilism?

Logical nihilism—as I will understand it here—is the view that there are no
laws of logic, or equivalently that the relation of logical consequence is empty.
For any arbitrary set of premises and conclusion, the nihilist holds that the
premises do not entail that conclusion.15 Putative laws of logic—laws endorsed

15In his paper in this volume Aaron Cotnoir distinguishes two views called “logical nihilism”
and focuses on one. The view I have in mind here is the other one.
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by others, but not by the nihilist—include modus ponens, and the law of ex-
cluded middle, conjunction elimination and the principle of non-contradiction,
and more generally, any well-formed atomic sentence in which � is the main
predicate, flanked by a name for a set of sentences on the left, and a name for
a sentence on the right, as in:

A→ B, A � B (MP)
� A ∨ ¬A (LEM)

A ∧B � A (∧E)
� ¬(A ∧ ¬A) (PNC)

A, ¬A � B (Explosion)
A � A (ID)

A→ B, B � A (AC)

Call sentences of this form E-sentences (‘E’ for entailment). Many logics reject
one or more of these putative laws. Classical logic rejects (AC), paraconsis-
tent logics reject (Explosion), Strong Kleene and intuitionistic logics deny that
(LEM) is a law. Logical nihilism rejects them all, including relatively uncon-
troversial principles, such as conjunction elimination and identity. More com-
prehensively, for any set of sentences K and any conclusion X, the nihilist is
committed to:

K 2 X

What this amounts to will depends on what logical consequence is, i.e. on
what � means. Different conceptions of consequence correspond to different
versions of logical nihilism. Representational nihilism is the view that for any
argument, there is always a case—roughly, a state of the world—in which the
premises are true and the conclusion is not. Interpretationalist nihilism is the
view that in any argument there is always an interpretation of the non-logical
expressions which makes the premises true and the conclusion not. Substitu-
tional nihilism is the view that there is always a way to substitute expressions
for the non-logical expressions in an argument which makes the premises true
and the conclusion not true. And universalist nihilism will be the view that
there is always an assignment of values to the non-logical expressions in an ar-
gument which makes the premises of an argument’s shell true without making
the conclusion true.

Nihilism then, is relatively simple to state and understand, even if, like
logical consequence, it comes in several flavours. But one might wonder why
anyone would entertain such an apparently wild view. My goal in this section
will not be to convince you of nihilism itself, but rather to convince you that
the view is a live option, so that you might be interested in safeguards against
it.16

One of the reasons it is a live option stems from the extreme generality of
logical laws. Claims that are very general are, in one sense, very strong, and

16I’ve looked in more depth at one argument for logical nihilism here: (Russell, 2017)
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hence take much to establish and little to refute. For example, it is not sufficient
for the truth of modus ponens that the truth of

snow is white

and
snow is white → grass is green

guarantees that of
grass is green

—though I’m confident that it does—because this argument is only one instance
of modus ponens. In order for modus ponens to be a logical law, every single
instance would need to be truth-preserving.17 Similarly, it is not sufficient
for the validity of modus ponens that every single argument you can think of
that takes that form is truth-preserving. There is always a chance that the
counterexample involves some case, or some interpretation, or some assignment
that you haven’t thought of.

Do we have reason to think that every instance of modus ponens is truth-
preserving—including those instances that feature Sorites predicates, truth and
other metalinguistic predicates, self-reference, sentences which generalise over
the mathematical objects in infinite sets, context-sensitivity, fictional names
and so on? The history of the paradoxes—many of which have motivated the
rejection of classical laws of logic—suggests any such faith could be misplaced.
While we might feel confident that the instance above is truth-preserving (and
I do feel confident about that) I am not similarly confident that every argument
of the same form—no matter how rich the language in which it is formulated—is
also so. To the extent one is not confident of that, one is not confident that
modus ponens is a logical law.

2.1 Do we have proofs of the logical laws?

In mathematics, one way to establish even very general claims is by giving a
proof, and certainly we give proofs of logical laws. These proofs are of two
kinds. The first is formal, i.e. in a particular formal proof system. We might,
for example, give the following sequent calculus proof of the Law of Excluded
Middle:

φ ⇒ φ ¬ right⇒ φ,¬φ ∨ right⇒ φ ∨ ¬φ, φ
φ ⇒ φ ∨ right
φ ⇒ φ ∨ ¬φ

cut⇒ φ ∨ ¬φ

But such a formal proof of the Law of Excluded middle serves as a proof (in the
intuitive sense) of the Law of Excluded Middle only on the assumption that the

17All of our conceptions of logical consequence agree that this is necessary for logical con-
sequence, though some may require more than this.
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proof rules are sound. Logicians who deny the law—like strong Kleene logicians,
intuitionist logicians, and nihilists—reject this assumption, and so this kind of
proof will not establish a law of logic.

A second standard way to establish a law of logic is via informal (though
still rigorous) model-theoretic proof. Here are two examples, the first using
a truth-table to display classical interpretations (one per row) and the second
using classical first-order models.

A B A→ B ¬B ¬A
T T T F F
T F F T F
F T T F T
F F T T T

Figure 1: A truth-table proof of Modus tollens

Take an arbitrary model M = (D, I) which makes Fa true. Then
|a|M ∈ |F |M . Consider an assignment v of elements from D to
variables such that v(x) = |a|M . Then Fx is satisfied by to M on
v, and hence M makes ∃xFx true. Generalising, any model which
makes Fa true makes ∃xFx true.

Figure 2: A model-theoretic proof of Fa � ∃xFx

Still, paraconsistent logicians don’t take the truth-table above to show that
modus tollens is a logical law, because they hold that it fails to display all
the relevant interpretations. When the truth table is expanded to include the
interpretations on which sentence letters may receive the truth-value “Both”
(B), we find interpretations on which the premises may both be “Both” while
the conclusion is false—a counterexample to the law.

A B A→ B ¬B ¬A
T T T F F
T F F T F
T B B B F
F T T F T
F F T T T
F B T B T
B T T F B
B F B T B
B B B B B

Similarly, with the model theoretic proof, a free logician will claim that we
have failed to consider relevant models. What about models in which a’s referent
is not a member of the domain of quantification?
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So though we have proofs of general logical laws, both formal and informal,
unless we know that one particular set of models, or one particular proof system,
is the right one, we do not know that these are correct. And if we don’t have
proofs of the logical laws, then we don’t have proofs that logical nihilism is false.

2.2 Logical Nihilism and Logical Pluralism

A second reason to concern ourselves with nihilism is that an argument has
been given for it in the literature on logical pluralism.18 On one much-discussed
version of logical pluralism—the view due to Beall and Restall Beall and Restall
(2000)—validity is defined using what they call the Generalised Tarski Thesis
(GTT:)

(GTT) An argument is validx if and only if, in every casex in which the
premises are true, so is the conclusion.

This is naturally understood as assuming a version of the representationalist
approach to consequence. The (GTT) leads to pluralism on Beall and Restall’s
view because the word case is an everyday, imprecise expression which can be
made more precise in a variety of ways. We might consider truth-preservation
over possible worlds, paraconsistent or paracomplete models and more. More
than one of these precisifications of case is, they think, legitimate and the dif-
ferent legitimate precisifications lead to different extensions for the word valid.

Priest has pressed an objection to this view:19

“The obvious reply to this argument is that it is only truth-
preservation over all situations that is, strictly speaking, validity.
One of the points about deductive logic is that it will work come
what may: we do not have to worry about anything except the
premises.” (Priest, 2006, 202)

The objection draws on a view of logic that is both intuitive and has histor-
ical precedent, namely, that logic is supposed to be completely general; if an
argument K � X preserves truth in (say) arithmetic but not in geometry, or in
classical cases but not in dialethic ones—then it is not really a law of logic after
all. Logic is supposed to work in absolutely all cases.

Beall and Restall respond with a reductio ad absurdum on the assumption
that logic is completely general: they say that this assumption will lead to
absurdity—in particular to logical nihilism, or some similar absurdly weak logic:

“...we see no place to stop the process of generalisation and broad-
ening of accounts of cases. For all we know, the only inference left
in the intersection of (unrestricted) all logics might be the identity
inference.” (Beall and Restall, 2000, 92)

18Admittedly, that argument was intended to be a reductio on someone else’s view. But
one person’s reductio ad absurdum is another person’s argumentum ad absurdum.

19There are similar lines of argument in (Read, 2006, p. 61) and (Bueno and Shalkowski,
2009, p.11).
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Elsewhere I’ve argued that not even identity would remain (Russell, 2017), but
one might think that this is not of the greatest importance. Most philosophers
and logicians regard both all-out logical nihilism and a view on which only
identity is left (or some other very minimal set of E-sentences—call such a view
logical minimalism) as absurd. They think that if your philosophy of logic leads
you to either logical nihilism or logical minimalism, it must be wrong.

Though discussions of pluralism have tended to assume a case-based (and so
representationalist) approach to consequence, this is inessential to the debate.
A structurally similar issue—nihilism begot by generality—arises for other vari-
eties of consequence as well. It is easy to see this if we reformulate the GTT to
get different conceptions of pluralism for each of the conceptions of consequence
discussed above:

(GTT-s) An argument is validx if and only if, on every uniform substitutionx

(of appropriate non-logical expressions for the non-logical expressions in
the argument) on which the premises come out true, so does the
conclusion.

(GTT-i) An argument is validx if and only if, on every interpretationx of the
the non-logical expressions on which the premises are true, so is the
conclusion.

(GTT-r) An argument is validx if and only if, in every casex in which the
premises are all true, so is the conclusion.

(GTT-u) An argument is validx if and only if, on every assignmentx of values
to the non-logical expressions on which the premises are true, so is the
conclusion.

To the extent that we think that the words substitution, interpretation and
assignment are—like case—still imprecise and tolerant of various reasonable
precisifications, the way is open for those precisifications to result in different
extensions for valid.

Moreover the monist may object, as above, that this does not take the every
in the respective definitions seriously enough. It is only a logic which takes all of
the different precisifications into account which is—strictly—logic. And so then
the pluralist can suggest again that this commitment to absolute generality in
logic will lead to nihilism.

3 Modes of Resistance

So much for the big picture: a commitment to generality in logic seems to push
us towards nihilism, or at least towards weaker and weaker logics. Still, when
we look at the details, the availability, plausibility and persuasiveness of certain
kinds of counterexample varies with our conception of consequence. We are now
in a position to explore some of this variation in the third and final section of this
paper. In the coming subsections I will look at the issues associated with empty
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names, vagueness and self-reference, in that order. In each case I will begin by
sketching a possible view (or views) of the topic that would lead to a rejection
of a classical entailment principle. Since my goal is to look at safeguards that
logics might have against such things, I won’t argue for these sketches of views
on empty names, vagueness etc. Rather, my aim is to put them on the table so
that we can look at the internal resources that each conception of logic has for
resisting them. Things will get quite complicated, but I will finish by drawing
out a general pattern: if our conception of consequence quantifies over elements
that go ‘deeper’ than the phenomenon that is thought to cause trouble, then the
phenomenon does not threaten our logic. Deeper logics, then—and especially
Williamson’s universalist variety—have more resistance to pressures to weaken
and, ultimately, against nihilism. But the cost of this depth is complimentary:
it doesn’t allow us to study the effects of interesting surface phenomena on
consequence.

3.1 Empty Names

Classical logic does not model empty names. In classical model theory, an
interpretation must assign an extension to every individual constant. Natural
languages have empty names—Pegasus, Santa, etc.—and we might want to know
about entailment relations on sentences which contain them. In particular, a
commitment to generality in logic could lead us to ask what will happen to the
logic if we consider all names, including the empty ones.

What will happen depends on one’s conception of logical consequence. For
example, on the substitution-conception, we are supposed to be able to substi-
tute any name uniformly for another name throughout a valid argument without
losing validity. But if we substitute Pegasus for a throughout this classical va-
lidity:

(2) a = a � ∃x(x = a)

we appear to have a classically valid argument whose premise is a classical logical
truth, but whose conclusion is false. Thus if we reject the classical restriction
on which kinds of terms can be substituted—that is, if we are serious in our
commitment to generality—then we come under pressure to reject this principle
of entailment.

Things looks different if we are employing (GTT-u). Then the problem of
empty names gets no traction, because (GTT-u) doesn’t quantify over linguistic
expressions, but over assignments of referents to them. Whatever object we
assign to Pegasus in ∃xx =Pegasus (Bismark, Du Bois, the number 3, the Eiffel
Tower etc.) the sentence comes out true.

Intuitively, the substitutional conception is saying that a = a is a logical
truth if it is true whatever name we substitute for a, and hence it is making
a claim about names, including empty names. But the universalist conception
aims to make no claims about names, only about objects. It says that a = a
is a logical truth if (roughly) every object is identical to itself. It bypasses the
problem of empty names, and hence is resistant to the counterexample.
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What about the remaining two varieties, interpretational and representa-
tional? Let’s begin with interpretational, that is, let’s suppose that contempo-
rary models represent different ways the non-logical parts of languages can be.
It is fairly clear that the models do this by assigning different referents to names,
i.e., it is built into our standard conception of a model that an interpretation
for a name is a referent. That makes space for the interpretationalist to say
that when they consider only complete interpretation functions, they already
are considering all (really all) the possible interpretations for the names.

Still, this response on behalf of (GTT-i) rings a bit hollow, since the possibil-
ity under consideration is precisely that a name not have a referent. If the goal
is to represent all the ways a language can be, having a part that doesn’t have
an interpretation (in the sense of having a referent) is prima facie one of those
ways. So it looks as if the interpretational conception of consequence ought to
consider partial interpretation functions if they are really to consider all the
ways language can be, and this would lead to a rejection of (2).

The representational varieity can seem more “worldly” in spirit than the
interpretational. It regards models as representing different states of the world—
different cases. If Pegasus is an empty name, then there is no Pegasus. Is there
still a case in which Pegasus flies and another in which Pegasus does not fly?
My inclination is to say no. Making “Pegasus flies” true is a not condition that
a case can meet or fail to meet if “Pegasus” has no meaning, any more than
making the sky dfsndfnsf is a condition that something can meet or fail to meet.

But perhaps you think it is too quick to say that the name Pegasus has
no meaning. It could be associated with some descriptive condition—a sense—
that, as it happens, isn’t satisfied, but could be in some cases. Perhaps you
want to say that Pegasus doesn’t exist, but that there are still models on which
Pegasus flies is true, namely, models in which something satisfies the condition
associated with Pegasus, and that thing flies. Such a conception of names could
still be associated with interpretation functions that assign objects to names,
but we might expect that names would be permitted to lack a referent, i.e.
that the requirement that the interpretation function be a complete function
over the set of individual constants would be dropped. This is consistent with
the representational approach to models. Just think of the possible changes to
the states of the world as including the deletion or inclusion of the referents of
names, and we keep the language the same by retaining the name’s descriptive
sense (which is ignored in the model). This isn’t my view of names, for broadly
Kripkean reasons. But if you like this view, then you might think that the
representational approach is as threatened by the existence of empty names as
the interpretational one.

To sum up the results of this section, empty names motivate a decisive weak-
ening of the logic in the case of the substituational conception of consequence,
but not on the worldly conception. Meanwhile defenders of the interpretational
and representational conceptions can make moves to avoid admitting incom-
plete interpretation functions on names. The defender of the interpretational
conception would deny that “empty” is a legitimate interpretation of a name
(because interpretations of names are referents) and the defender of the rep-
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resentational conception would deny that empty names can be used to place
conditions on cases. It is perhaps worth noting, first, that both these ways of
avoiding weakenings have a decidedly Millian flavour, and second, that on the
conceptions of logical consequence that permit us to avoid weakening in the face
of empty names, we do this by finding a way of thinking of logic and/or names
that allows us to ignore the phenomenon. This is somewhat unsatisfying, and
this is a point that I will return to at the end of this paper. For now, let’s look
at a new threat.

3.2 Vagueness and Incomplete Predicates

Predicates in classical models must have complete extensions, where this means
that the extension (the set of things of which the predicate is true) and the
anti-extension of the predicate (the set of things of which the negation of the
predicate is true) exhaust the domain of the model: everything in the domain
is in one set or the other.

Px ¬Px

But one might think that the extensions of vague predicates in natural lan-
guages are incomplete. On one version of the idea, the conventional meanings
associated with our colour predicates determine a range of shades which are
red, and a range of shades which are not red, but do not legislate on all of the
shades which fall in between. We might imagine a series of colour cards pro-
gressing gradually from the brightest of reds at one end to the pinkest of pinks
at the other. (Represented in black and white below.) Anything which is pink
is not red, but while there are shades on one end which fall in the conventional
extension of ‘red’, and shades at the other end which fall in the extension of
‘pink’ (and so in the anti-extension of ‘red’) there are shades in the middle about
which our linguistic conventions say neither that the shade is red, nor that it is
not red.

not-redred

This suggests that the interpretation function for a predicate P might assign
an extension |P |+ (the set of things that “are P” and an anti-extension, |P |−
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(the set of things that “are not P”) though these two sets need not exhaust the
domain of the model.20 Then if |a| ∈ |P |+, Pa is true, if |a| ∈ |P |−, then ¬Pa is
true, but if |a| is in neither the extension nor the anti-extension of the predicate,
then both Pa and ¬Pa are neither true nor false—a third truth status, which
I will abbreviate to neither.

To argue for a third truth-status is not yet to have made a case for a non-
classical logic, because a philosopher who believes in three truth-statuses could
still hold that all and only the classical entailments are valid. But there is a
well-worn path from a third truth-status to a non-classical logic. For if Pa
is neither on some interpretations, then what of super-sentences containing it,
such as ¬Pa be or Pa ∨ ¬Pa? One approach adopts the Strong Kleene truth-
tables, on which ¬Pa is neither if Pa is and a disjunction takes neither if both
disjuncts do. Assuming that a logical truth is true on all interpretations we
have a counterexample to the classical law of excluded middle when Pa gets the
neither truth status.21

(3) � A ∨ ¬A

Different varieties of consequence have different levels of resistance to this
kind of counterexample. There are some similarities between the responses open
to them here and the responses available in the previous empty names case. For
example, the (GTT-s) is especially vulnerable; if there are predicates with in-
complete extensions and logic is supposed to consider all uniform substitutions
of predicates for predicates, it is hard to see how we can justify rejecting coun-
terexamples to a logical law based on substituting incomplete predicates.

The (GTT-i) account of logical consequence is subject to similar pressures.
If there are natural language predicates with incomplete extensions, and we are
thinking of models as representing different ways the language could be, it seems
artificially restrictive to ban ways on which predicates get indeterminate exten-
sions, that is, incomplete interpretation functions in models. However, just as
in the case of empty names, there is an option here if the interpretationalist has
the will to take it: if they take a Russellian view of propositions, they might
wish to maintain that an interpretation for a predicate simply is a property.
They can hold (as in (Russell, 1918)) that just as the world contains objects,
so it contains properties, which serve as the meanings of predicates. To inter-
pret a predicate just is to assign it one of these worldly properties (much as to
interpret a name is to assign it a referent) and, on the assumption that prop-
erties have determinate extensions, interpreted predicates must similarly have
determinate extensions. Still, perhaps even more so than in the case of names,
this rings a little hollow: we are considering modifying a logic to take account of
predicates with incomplete extensions, since it seems that this is one of the ways
language can be. Though a strict Russellian might simply redescribe this view

20The problems of higher order vagueness make it clear that this is not sufficient to accom-
modate and explain vagueness, but there are still many views on which the move is regarded
as necessary.

21And in fact Strong Kleene logic provides counterexamples to all the classical logical truths.
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of vagueness as one on which one of the ways language can be is uninterpreted
(or improperly or incompletely interpreted), this is still, intuitively, one of the
ways language can be. To insist on restricting the interpretations we look at to
incomplete ones seems incompatible with a commitment to generality.

On the representational account, the meanings of all the expressions in an
argument we are testing remain as they are, and we consider whether there are
any ways the world could be which make the premises true and the conclusion
not. If the P in Pa ∨ ¬Pa is a determinate predicate (say ‘is prime’), it would
seem that no matter what worldly changes we make to the referent of a (or
its surrounding world)22 Pa will be true or false (but not neither), and so
Pa∨¬Pa would always be true. The problem is, that still won’t mean that the
law of excluded middle is a logical truth, given the way the respresentational
approach is normally implemented. Because representationalists concede that
logic is supposed to be formal, so that what we would need for the LEM to
continue to hold is the stronger claim that all sentences of the form A ∨ ¬A
are true in all models, and a sentence Qa ∨ ¬Qa, where Q is an indeterminate
predicate, will provide us with a counterexample.

Finally, let’s look at the universalist account, for here things are different
again. On this conception, when we ask whether Qa ∨ ¬Qa is a logical truth,
we are asking whether there is any assignment of properties and objects to X
and x respectively in the sentence’s shell—Xx ∨ ¬Xx—such that the shell is
does not come out true. Here there is no direct reference to indeterminate
predicates, and the question naturally arises, whether there is any such thing
as an indeterminate property. No doubt there is much to be said either way,
but there is clearly space for a fan of the worldly account to take the following
view: while there are indeterminacies in the interpretations of predicates—e.g.,
in the meanings of predicates—there is no such indeterminacy or vagueness in
the world itself. Nothing about a cloud, or a rainbow, or a furry cat, is really
indeterminate. The world is as it is, the various molecules and photons and hairs
are where they are, and if the truth-value of a sentence about a mountain or a
heap or the colour of a playing card is indeterminate, that is just because the
rules for when to call something ‘red’ (or ‘a mountain’ or ‘a heap’) don’t tell us
enough about what it is to be called in these worldly cases. This view has several
interesting consequences (and perhaps for some they are too interesting) but one
of them is that the existence of indeterminate predicates need have no impact on
logic. Perhaps ‘red(a)∨¬red(a)’ contains an indeterminate predicate, but when
we ask whether it has the form of a logical truth, we are asking whether there
are any assignments on which Xx∨¬Xx fails to come out true, and if there are
no assignments which have indeterminate properties in their ranges—because
there are no indeterminate properties—the answer will be ‘no.’

22We leave to the previous section discussion of what happens if a does not exist.
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3.3 Self-Reference and Overdeterminacy

We will look at one more example before drawing some conclusions. It is well-
known that some metalinguistic sentences and expressions—such as ‘This sen-
tence is not true’ and ‘heterological’—generate paradoxes. These paradoxes
have lead logicians to weaken logics, in two ways. On the way I will focus on
here—dialetheism—the paradoxes are taken to show that there are true contra-
dictions. Dialetheists hold that the contradictory conclusions of the paradoxes
are true.23 We can model this using a similar idea to the one employed to han-
dle indeterminacy: suppose that predicates like ‘true’ and ‘heterological’ are
associated with conventional rules which give a sufficient condition for being
‘F’ and a sufficient condition for being ‘not F’ but—the paradox shows us—
these conditions need not be exclusive. Some things might meet the condition
for falling in the extension of ‘heterological’, making ‘x is heterological’ true of
them. Some things fall in the anti-extension, making ‘x is not heterological’ true
of them and some things—like ‘heterological’ itself—fall in both the extension
and the anti-extension of ‘F’, making both the sentence and its negation true.

heterological ¬ heterological

monosyllabic

long

palindrome

polysyllabic

meaningful

English

heterological

We might call such predicates inconsistent. A pressing worry about this view is
that it leads to triviality via (Explosion):

(4) A,¬A � B

So dialetheists generally reject (Explosion) and indeed, this seems well-motivated
given their view: if there are models in which A is true and ¬A is true, then
there models in which both A and ¬A are both, and these need not be models
in which B is true. So once again, we have a view which suggests abandoning a
principle of classical logic.

The situation with respect to the various conceptions of logical consequence
is in some ways similar here to that in the case of incomplete predicates. For
example:

• if the substitutionalist is committed to generality, and inconsistent pred-
icates exist, it is hard to see how they can resist the pressure to include
them.

23i.e. The Liar sentence is true and the Liar sentence is not true or ‘Heterological’ is
heterological and ‘heterological’ is not heterological.
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• the interpretationalist can either allow inconsistent interpretations (nat-
urally leading to a weakening of the logic) or make the Russellian move
of insisting that interpretations just are assignments of worldly properties
and combine it with the metaphysical view that there are no inconsistent
worldly properties.

• the representationalist might hold that there are no cases in which explo-
sion arguments employing consistent predicates have true premises and
non-true conclusions, but since they allow that logic is formal, and there
will be arguments of the same form with inconsistent predicates, this is
not sufficient to save explosion.

• the universalist again has a natural defence: argue that there are no in-
consistent properties and then point out that since their conception of
consequence quantifies over properties, the existence of inconsistent pred-
icates does not provide any new counterexamples to explosion (just as the
existence of empty names doesn’t show that it’s not true that every object
is self-identical.)

The major difference, I think, between the incompleteness and inconsistency
cases, is that philosophers are generally more adverse to the idea that there
are inconsistent properties than they are to the idea that there are incomplete
properties. That is, despite the parallels between the cases, people are more
sympathetic to the idea that there might be an incompleteness in the world
than they are to the idea that there might be inconsistency “out there.”

4 Conclusions

Things have become quite complicated, but this is only, I think, because there
are four varieties of logical consequence on the table, and some of these offer
more than one option when confronted with a linguistic expression which does
not meet the standard assumptions of classical logic. The beginnings of a pat-
tern are emerging from this complexity, so let me try to draw that out. You
can take logical consequence to be a relation that quantifies over various things:
expressions, meanings of various kinds, or over bits of the world (objects and
properties and the like.)24 The substitutional view takes it to quantify over
expressions, the universalist view takes it to quantify over bits of the world, the
interpretationalist view can either be understood as quantifying over meanings,
or—if you take the line that a meaning just is a bit of the world (this is what
I’ve been calling the ‘Russellian’ take)—over bits of the world. The represen-
tationalist view might be thought of as quantifying over cases (which could be
thought—tolerating some metaphysical hair—as bits of the modal universe) but
in practice the assumption that logic is formal means that it usually inherits
the features of quantifying over expressions.

24And one of the reasons things are especially complicated is that the most familiar views
can be understood as quantifying over either meanings or bits of the world.
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Any view which takes consequence to quantify over meanings has the option
of saying that it doesn’t quantify over the kinds of meaning that result in the
problems. For example, if the issue is empty names, then the problem is arising
at the level of reference. An interpretationalist view could hold that consequence
quantifies over assignments of reference, and hence needn’t take into account
interpretations which assign no referent to a name. If, on the other hand, they
quantified over what Carnap called ‘individual concepts’ or senses of names (in
either case an aspect of meaning which determines the referent) the question
would naturally arise: what about individual concepts which fail to determine
a referent in some circumstances?

And finally, we also sometimes have the option of combing the view of log-
ical consequence with a view of the metaphysics of the problem. Take incom-
pleteness. On some views, there are incomplete predicates but no incomplete
meanings—the predicates are incomplete precisely because they fail to link up
to a unique meaning. On others, there are incomplete predicates, incomplete
meanings, but no incompleteness in the world itself. And on others still there
are incomplete predicates, incomplete meanings, and incomplete worldly prop-
erties, like being a mountain or being orange. We might speak of linguistic
vagueness, semantic vagueness, and ontic vagueness. We can also talk of lin-
guistic dialetheism, semantic dialetheism, and ontic dialetheism.

Suppose you think that there are incomplete predicates, but no incomplete
meanings or worldly properties. Then you can resist counterexamples based
on incompleteness by adopting a conception of consequence that quantifies over
meanings or worldly properties—not predicates. Suppose you think instead that
there are incomplete predicate-meanings, but not worldly properties. Then you
will probably think that there are incomplete predicates (the ones that express
those meanings) but you can avoid counterexamples by adopting a conception
of consequence that quantifies over worldly properties. Finally suppose you
think that there are incomplete worldly properties (as you might if you believe
in ontic vagueness.) Then you are likely to be stuck with any counterexamples
(and hence stuck with a weaker logic) based on incompleteness, since there will
be predicates which attribute those worldly properties.

So here is a high-level trend (much complicated, as we have seen, in the
details): you can define consequence by quantifying over things on a vertical
spectrum that has linguistic expressions at the top, various layers of meanings
in the middle, and worldly things at the bottom. Various putative counterex-
amples arise from phenomena like incompleteness, inconsistency, and empty
names, and for some of these phenomena it is controversial how ‘deep’ they
go. For example, it is controversial whether incompleteness is a phenomenon
restricted to expressions, or whether there are also incomplete meanings and
incomplete properties. Similarly, there are names that lack referents, and Frege
thought there were meanings without referents (names with sense but no ref-
erent) (though Millians deny this) but it is hard to see how there could be
objects but no referent—the reference failure phenomenon goes at most as deep
as meanings.

But if you think the phenomenon which generates a counterexample goes
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at most as deep as level n, then you can avoid it by selecting a conception of
logical consequence that quantifies over a level that is lower than level n. Say,
level n − 1.25 Finally, let me note that there appears to be a cost to opting
to define consequence in a way that avoids the problems of e.g. empty names,
and incomplete and inconsistent predicates, namely that it merely avoids the
problems. Avoidance is sensible when we are engaged in some projects, but
more generally, if such things exist then they can feature in arguments, and we
might want to know the extension of valid over such arguments. A conception of
logical consequence which simply doesn’t apply doesn’t answer these questions—
it merely declines to consider them.
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